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Communicative effectiveness - starting and maintaining a conversation, interacting with another speaker
Interactive listening - showing that you understand and follow other speakers
Language control - using the appropriate words and grammar accurately
Delivery - using clear and understandable pronunciation, stress and intonation

The diagnostic profile is not intended as an additional test scoring feature nor is it an exact measure of performance on the test. It is intended to highlight skills teachers and students might want to focus on in the classroom, based on performance data taken from the test.
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The diagnostic profile is not intended as an additional test scoring feature nor is it an exact measure of performance on the test. It is intended to highlight skills teachers and students might want to focus on in the classroom, based on performance data taken from the test.

This is what your diagram(s) mean

- Incorrect or not attempted
- More practice required
- Adequate performance but more practice required
- Skilled in this area
- Highly skilled in this area